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The retail industry is in a state of flux and uncertainty. The closures of a number of 
large high street retailer, such as Maplin, BHS and East is having a real impact on the 
economy and in particular the job market. With 2.8m people employed in the UK retail 
in 2015, any changes here will have a large effect on the overall job market. 

Both John Lewis and Debenhams have issued worrying statements about profits in 
the last month, with the former warning that half year profits will be ‘close to zero’ and 
the latter issuing a profit warning. Poundworld may be about to go to the wall, 
following Toys “R” Us, and meanwhile things are looking shaky at House of Fraser, 
putting 6,000 jobs at risk ¹. 

This time of struggle is having an impact on the number of jobs available in the retail 
sector. In June 2018, there were 24,400 vacancies in the sector, down from 31,007, 
representing a year on year decline of 21.6%. 

Meanwhile average salaries are slipping behind the national trend, with only a 0.4% 
increase in advertised salary versus a 2.3% increase in the national average salary. 
Given that the retail pay packets are 18.5% below the national average, retail workers 
are at serious risk of falling behind.

In this report we dig a little deeper into this data and look at a number of reasons 
behind these numbers, including sectoral shifts, economic performance, and the 
impact of technology. 

Retail – Flux and Uncertainty

Rank Employer Vacancies

1 Tesco 1879

2 Asda 989

3 Lidl 850

4 Greggs 527

5 Screwfix 461

Top 5 Employers by Vacancies

Total vacancies across sector: 24,400

• 2.8m people are employed in the retail industry

• There is an overall decline in advertised vacancies of 21.6% year on year

• Average advertised salaries are 18.5% below the national average
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Key stats

Behind InflationSalaries

Vacancies Middlesbrough

Average advertised salaries are at 
£27,220, compared to the national 
average of £33,546. This is not surprising 
as retail has high volume of entry level and 
seasonal workers.

Pay packages are growing slowly, but at 0.4% 

the rate is far below inflation, and lagging 

behind the national average of 2.3%. 

The average number of vacancies advertised 
in Retail has declined by 21.6% YoY, far 
outstripping the national average of 3.8%. 

As one of the hardest places to find jobs, good 
news for Middlesbrough as vacancies rise 
(42.2% Year on year) while salaries also in 
growth (10.9%)
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Despite some of the specific reports of doom and gloom within the retail sector, there 
are parts of the sector that are rosy. The Office for National Statistics indicates that 
sales within the sector have grown 13.6% since 2015 ² , and Retail Economics report 
that the value of UK retail sales was £358 billion as of 2016³ . 

There is a lot of noise about economic performance, as reports each month 
alternatively lament or celebrate the state of British retail. Take April 2018, when the 
British Retail Consortium (BRC) reported the sharpest fall in sales since its survey 
launched in 1995, blaming myriad factors including the weather, the timing of Easter, 
and the squeeze on budgets⁴ . 

The underlying truth is that wages have only recently started growing in real terms. 
This has piled the pressure on retailers operating under tight margins in a highly 
competitive market, who have had to keep prices as low as possible. 

These declining real wages have been coupled with record levels of consumer debts, 
and with the recent interest rate rises, higher borrowing costs, giving consumers less 
money in their pockets and making them less willing to spend it. 

Immigration

Wider Economic Trends

• A wide series of high-profile high street brands are precariously balanced

• The decline in real wages is beginning to have its toll on traditional retail

• There are 19.1% fewer shop assistants advertised compared to June 2017
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It’s no wonder that the list of casualties of our high street has been growing, with East, 
Shoon, Warren Evans, Feather and Black, Maplin, Toys “R” Us and Poundworld all 
collapsing or in a precarious state. 

These closures and the pressure to keep costs low has had a considerable effect on 
high street jobs has been considerable with “Sales Assistant” jobs down 9.4% and 
“shop assistant” jobs down 19.1%. The effect is even worse for “Department Store 
Staff” where there is nearly a 70% decline in vacancies year-on-year.

It’s hard to see these trends changing significantly given the effect that technology has 
had on the retail space (see next section) and the ever-looming spectre of Brexit 
making all but the most confident of businesses hold tight. 



It’ll come as no surprise to anyone that retail has been shifting away from “bricks and 
mortar” stores to ecommerce. With it, the kind of jobs that end up falling under the 
retail umbrella are more broad than before, and won’t always be categorised as such. 

To build the websites and online marketplaces for consumers, there will be a large 
body of software developers, UX Designers, and Online Merchandisers. In particular, 
there are 5,794 vacancies with “ecommerce”, which is nearly a quarter of all retail 
jobs. Meanwhile, the number of Online Trading Manager vacancies is up nearly 30% 
year on year. In both cases, the average advertised salaries is far above the national 
average, at over £40,000, suggesting a healthy growth in this area. 

Likewise, with more shopping online, there needs to be more staff in fulfilling the 
orders and delivering them. Hence the number of warehouse and logistics staff is 
increasing rapidly, at a rate of 35.8% year on year, to a total of 49,391 jobs, far 
outweighing the number of jobs in Traditional Retail. 

Taking one example, Warehouse Operative vacancies are growing at 10.6% year-on-
year. AO.com, one of the UK’s leading online retailers is advertising 3 of these roles 
as we write, helping to drive the change, along with traditional retailers such as Lidl, 
and outsourced fulfillment services such as UPS. 

Sectoral Shifts

• Traditional retail jobs are declining, but jobs in related sectors are growing

• IT jobs and Logistics and Warehouse jobs are increasing in volume

• There is a counter trend for online retailers to open stores

5

But while the overall trend is moving away from the high street to online, many 
previously pure online retailers are moving to brick and mortar stores. Take 
Missguided, one of the UK’s fastest-growing fast fashion brands, which is advertising 
for several Retail Managers and Assistants alongside its online roles.

So we may not have heard the death rattle for the high street retailers and all the jobs 
that go along with them, but the short term is not looking rosy.
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The transformation of the high street has knock-on effects across other sectors who 
rely on them. Commercial cleaning companies who provide staff to clean stores at 
night, for example, are suddenly facing less demand, and may be employing fewer 
staff.

When BHS closed, for example, more than a third of its 160-odd stores lie empty, with 
30 having no tenants or development plans to change that. With business rates and 
cost rises, as well as an overall decline in sales in stores, more cuts are expected. 
Independent retail analyst Richard Hyman estimates that at least 20% of retail space 
will close over the coming years.⁵

But not all of the effects will be negative for the overall job market, as different 
businesses end up taking up the space, bringing further jobs. For instance, the BHS 
store on Oxford Street in London is set to be taken over by a mini golf business, as 
well as a market dining hall. 
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• Many department stores are closing down, with 20% predicted to close over 
the coming years

• Other businesses are stepping in to take up the empty spaces

• The growth of food markets and stalls are creating new jobs in these areas

Changing Face of the High Street

The general trend appears to turn the high street from an environment focused on 
transactions and more on experiences. If you can purchase a new t-shirt from the 
comfort of your home, why would you head into town to get the same? 

This trend is reflected in the growth of Hospitality and Catering Jobs which have been 
growing to 68,569 vacancies currently, which is up 30.6% from this time last year. 
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On top of shoppers moving to shop online, technology is also having an effect on how 
we shop in stores. We are all growing more and more familiar with self-service 
checkouts which take away the need for as many checkout staff. Particularly on more 
transactional shopping trips such as food shopping where the shopper isn’t looking for 
a personal touch from the staff. 

Similarly digital price tags make managing stock from a central location more feasible. 
Being able to know when a particular item is due to go off, retailers can centrally 
discount it, and then even label it to be wasted once it’s passed it’s sell by date. It’s 
not too big a leap to imagine that this could then be done automatically with robotics -
removing the need for manual stock checks and management. 
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Technology

• Innovations in the retail experience are threatening jobs

• Unmanned shops are on the horizon, with Amazon Go leading the way

• Stock checking could be automated and done remotely

Even in fashion and beauty, augmented reality mobile apps can be used to show how 
make up and other products will look. Therefore those members of staff in department 
stores who do makeup demos may be under threat by customers who don’t want to 
deal with people. 

And of course Amazon Go is making the move to try and create unmanned store 
fronts themselves, making use of the Internet of Things. Whether this will truly catch 
on remains to be seen, but the drive to use technology to do the personal things some 
of us shop looks to advance unchecked. 
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All of these factors look to be coming to a head on the department store worker. With 
rising rent costs and declining market share caused by the likes of Amazon, 
department stores are naturally suffering. The emergence of pop-up shops such as 
Boxpark is also disrupting the traditional department store, by providing small outlets 
for brands in one area, that isn’t tied to an overall store. 

All of which is having an effect on the department store worker. “Department Stores 
Managers” has declined 33.1% year-on-year, “Concession managers” have also 
decreased by 21.8%. Advertised salaries are also on the slide in these areas, 
declining 3.9% for “Concession managers” against an average growth of 4.7% across 
all jobs. 

This is a similar story among shop assistants generally, where there are around 20% 
fewer ads than last year. This sectoral shift away from traditional retail jobs is 
reflecting the change in consumer habits, the rise of technology and online shopping, 
and how unwieldy department stores are as a model in today’s world.

With the collapse of many department stores both in the US, and House of Fraser, 
John Lewis, and Debenhams expressing concern, it would be no surprise to see a 
fundamental restructuring of department stores. While the brands themselves may 
survive, the shops they inhabit and the jobs they carry may not. 
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Snapshot on Department Store Assistants
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There is no denying that things are not looking wonderful for people working in 
traditional retail roles. The decline of the traditional high street is there for all to see, 
and the growth of online shopping. 

But stepping back and looking with a less narrow focus, the picture looks a lot better. 
Different retailers are starting to succeed, and with them come a range of high tech 
roles which are beginning to replace the old ones, and there are still entry-level, low 
skill jobs in logistics and warehouse, and also in customer service. 
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Conclusion: Doom & Gloom?

On top of this, other businesses are beginning to capitalise on the empty real estate 
created by the departing brands. Those that remain may experience an upswing in 
business and footfall from pleasure seekers looking to putt a few balls at mini golf, or 
stop by for some street food next door. 

More specialist shops may begin to appear focusing on specific products, and with 
them staff members with encyclopaedic knowledge of the products that they sell. Take 
vape shops for example, which have sprung up everywhere. 

This change of retail looks like it may be the natural ebb and flow of the market in a 
highly competitive market. Yesterday’s winners become today’s losers, and those that 
can change and adapt succeed. And with it, the vacancies will follow. 
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About Adzuna

Adzuna is a search engine for job ads

used by over 10 million visitors per

month that aims to list every job,

everywhere. We search thousands of

websites so our users don't have to,

bringing together millions of ads in one

place. By providing smarter search

options and powerful data about the job

market, we give jobseekers the

information they need to take control of

their careers.

Adzuna was founded in 2011 by Andrew

Hunter and Doug Monro, formerly of

eBay, Gumtree, Qype and Zoopla and is

backed by leading Venture Capital firms

Passion Capital, LocalGlobe, Index

Ventures, and now, Smedvig Capital.

We also supply real-time data to the

Number 10 Dashboard and Office for

National Statistics labour market indices.

In 2018, Adzuna won the contract to run

Find a job, one of the British government’s

most used online services.

Adzuna’s mission is to be the best place to

start looking for a job. We love using the

awesome power of technology to help

match people to better, more fulfilling jobs

and keep Britain working.

About the Adzuna Job Market Spotlight 

Adzuna has the most complete index of 

UK job vacancies covering all regions in 

the UK. The technology collects every job 

vacancy advertised online in the UK from 

over 1000 sources. This data is then 

normalised, de-duplicated, mix-adjusted 

and outliers are removed in real time to 

give users an accurate, complete, up to 

the minute view of the job market.
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¹ https://www.ft.com/content/adaa5b3e-75fe-11e8-b326-75a27d27ea5f 

² https://www.ons.gov.uk/businessindustryandtrade/retailindustry/timeseries/j5c4/drsi

³ https://www.retaileconomics.co.uk/library-retail-stats-and-facts.asp 

⁴ https://www.theguardian.com/business/2018/may/09/uk-retailers-suffer-sharpest-sales-drop-for-22-

years-in-april

⁵ https://www.theguardian.com/business/2018/feb/17/uk-retail-industry--gloom-high-street-shift-consumers 

https://findajob.dwp.gov.uk/
https://www.retaileconomics.co.uk/library-retail-stats-and-facts.asp
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2018/may/09/uk-retailers-suffer-sharpest-sales-drop-for-22-years-in-april
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2018/feb/17/uk-retail-industry--gloom-high-street-shift-consumers
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